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the bronze recoinage of 1860 was a major undertaking by the Royal Mint. This was designed 
to replace the large copper coins then in circulation with smaller and much more durable 
bronze, with the Royal Mint and its contractors James Watt and Heaton & Sons of Birmingham 
striking 285 million bronze coins from 1860 to 1863, including some 120 million pennies. 
Simultaneously, the older copper coins were withdrawn from circulation, aided by a two per 
cent premium paid for their return to the Mint before being demonetized at the end of 1869. 
As a measure of the durability of this new bronze coinage, well-worn Victorian pennies could 
still be found in pocket change in the 1960s.

The goal of this article is to present a chronology of key developments in the bronze 
 recoinage of pennies coupled with detailed numismatic analysis. The unfortunate destruction 
of Royal Mint records over the years makes this more challenging than it might otherwise 
have been. Nonetheless, it seems worthwhile to try to understand the opening chapter in the 
numismatic legacy of the ‘bun penny’, as this is a popular series that is widely collected by 
date, mintmark and variety. Pennies are especially important, since all of L.C. Wyon’s initial 
design development for the new bronze coinage was carried out on pennies, and this situation 
is strongly reflected in numerous pattern pennies1 and the virtual absence of halfpenny and 
farthing patterns. This was also the focus in early coining runs at the Royal Mint, where the 
pennies came first, followed by the halfpennies then farthings.

Bronze pennies struck for circulation during the recoinage (1860−63) are numismatically 
complex, with at least thirty-eight different die pairings from some twenty distinguishably 
different penny obverse and reverse die types being identified. Added to this complexity are 
newly or recently discovered die-linkages. My overall approach employs surviving Royal Mint 
records which document the sinking of dies but provide no further details,2 detailed numis-
matic observations on the coins themselves, diary entries by Leonard Charles Wyon, the coin’s 
designer,3 along with other contemporary information, and results from Michael Freeman’s 
survey of some 50,000 Victorian bronze pennies found in circulation.4 I begin by framing the 
problem within the context of existing Royal Mint records for the sinking of dies, present an 
overview of known penny die pairing types, followed by careful numismatic analysis down to 
the level of individual working dies wherever possible. Much of the focus is on the chronolog-
ical development of the initial beaded border penny designs of 1860 and the transition to 
toothed border coins. Finally, the more complex and problematic issue of understanding the 
1860−61 development of toothed border bronze pennies during the recoinage effort is 
addressed.

The Royal Mint’s surviving die account book now in The National Archives is an especially 
valuable source of information for this study, although with caveats.5 This lists by date the 
sinking of obverse and reverse working dies, along with matrices (master dies) and puncheons 
(hubs or punches used to transfer the design on the matrix to working dies). The working dies 
were typically produced in a multi-step process in batches of six (or multiples thereof) to allow 

 1 Peck 1970.
 2 TNA: PRO, Mint 14/15, 227−33.
 3 Attwood 2014.
 4 Freeman 1964.
 5 TNA: PRO, Mint 14/15.
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annealing of six dies per plumbago pot. In this process the puncheon (or hub) is used to 
 transfer the design from the matrix (or master die) to a steel die forging with a cone-shaped 
top, with annealing (softening) of the metal by heat treatments to 770−800 ºC in the presence 
of vegetable charcoal in a plumbago pot between each step, followed by slow cooling. 

Three blows were typically required to transfer the design for larger coins such as the penny, 
with two for smaller coins like the halfpenny and farthing. Considering the annealing step before 
each blow, the use of a lathe for removing excess metal as required, and turning (cutting down) 
the dies to their final shape for fitting into a coining press, working die production is a labour 
intensive process that may extend over several days.6 The dated entries in the die account book 
record the initial sinking of the dies, when they formally enter the Mint’s system for accounta-
bility purposes, but this does not necessarily mean that all of these dies were either finished or 
actually used for striking coins. Unfortunately no other mint records are available for this period. 

The bronze alloy selected for the recoinage at 95% copper, 4% tin and 1% zinc was much 
harder than copper, with the new bronze penny being a relatively thin coin compared to the 
corresponding halfpenny and farthing. These features make it more difficult to strike up 
 properly in a coining press, presenting a significant technical challenge to the Royal Mint. To 
the delight of numismatists, numerous modifications to the dies used for coinage were required, 
creating a complex topic for numismatic study. Furthermore, die cracks, die repairs such as 
repunched letters in the legends, blundered repairs and other variations in the ‘linear circle’ 
inside the rim are often observed on these coins, and this provides a valuable tool for  identifying 
individual working dies. 

In this article, obverse and reverse die types are labelled using numbers and letters, 
 respectively (following the lead of Freeman and Peck). While each of these die types will be 
described in detail later, a brief  overview listing is provided below in Table 1. The notation 
used is generally consistent with Freeman, with added die types denoted using superscript 
symbols. Subscripts will be used to label individual working dies. For example, for obverse 1 
types, 1a, 1b, etc. will be used, with B1, B2, for reverse B coins. 

TABLE 1. Overview of beaded border (BB) and toothed border (TB) bronze penny obverses and reverses

  Obverse die types
1** BB 121 First Early Obverse type with BRITT (May 1860)
1* BB 121 Second Early Obverse with enhanced bodice of dress
1´ BB 121 Modified Obverse, proof-only pattern (July 1860)
1 BB 121 Modified Obverse, standard BB type
2 TB 143 L.C. Wyon on bust, most common TB type for 1860
2* TB 145 L.C. Wyon on bust, rare variant
3 TB 138 L.C. Wyon on bust, common TB type for 1860
4 TB 143 L.C. Wyon below bust, asymmetrical ribbon end
4* TB 143 L.C. Wyon below bust, symmetrical ribbon end
5 TB 143 No signature below bust
6 TB 139 No signature below bust, final TB type for all 1863−73

  Reverse die types
A BB 120 High relief  shield with raised shield lines (May 1860)
A´ BB 120 High relief  shield, proof only pattern (July 1860)
B BB 120 Low relief  shield with incuse shield lines
C BB 120 Low relief  shield with raised shield lines
D TB 138 As Rev. C above, but with toothed border
D* TB 138 From re-cut puncheon with ‘rock line’
D´ TB 138 From re-cut puncheon with strongly patterned sea
D˝ TB 138 From re-cut puncheon with patterned sea (1861 only)
E TB 143 LCW below foot and strongly patterned sea (1860 only)
F TB 138 No signature with round top lighthouse (1861 only)
G TB 138 No signature with strong sea, etc. final TB type for all 1862−73

Notes: The number of border beads or teeth listed is in the second column. Only a cursory description is given since details and 
close-up photographs are provided later in the article. Note that all A to D penny reverse types have LCW below the shield, and 
that the proof-only pattern of July 1860 is included here for completeness.

 6 Holland 2002, 19−20; Cooper 1988, 163.
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Framework for a chronology of the 1860 bronze recoinage of pennies

According to the Royal Mint’s surviving die account book, 4,760 obverse and 5,209 reverse 
penny dies were sunk between 23 May 1860 and 1 June 1863 followed by a lengthy gap until 
10 March 1864. This gap provides a clear demarcation defining the end of die production for 
the recoinage effort. Fortunately, the scope of the problem can be reduced, since by mid-1861 
the obverse and reverse designs for the penny had been firmly established, and these finalized 
designs were not changed again until 1874. This allows us to focus on a period of approxi-
mately one year, from late May 1860 to mid-1861, during which some 1,260 obverse and 1,038 
reverse penny dies were prepared. To make this information easier to visualize, die production 
during this period has been summarized by working week in Table 2. Here, each working week 
is defined as beginning on Monday, and the table begins on Monday 21 May 1860, this being 
the date on which the alteration of BRIT to BRITT in the obverse legend was finalized, 
 completing the design of the new bronze pennies. The number of obverse and reverse working 
dies sunk each week is listed, with a symbol (+) indicating that obverse or reverse die tools 
(matrices and puncheons) were produced during that week. It should be pointed out that  
21 May is also the same day that Wyon went to the Mint ‘to take the puncheons of the Penny 
to Mr. Graham’.7 

In examining Table 2, and ignoring remarks in the comments column for now, two things 
become immediately apparent. First, the numbers of the dies sunk typically occur in multiples 
of six. This can be simply explained by the fact that batches of six penny dies fit into each 
plumbago pot for annealing the dies.8 Second, there are gaps and patterns that can be observed 
in the sinking of obverse and reverse penny dies. For example, there is a nine week gap in the 
production (sinking) of reverse penny dies between the weeks of 9 July and 17 September, and 
a five week gap in the production of penny obverse dies. These production gaps suggest a 
probable changeover from beaded border (BB) to toothed border (TB) penny dies. Also, 
reverse penny die production stops after the week of 10 December, suggesting that these dies 
were the last to be dated 1860. Reverse penny die production does not resume again until the 
week of 7 January, suggesting that these dies were now dated 1861. There is also a smaller gap 
(not shown) in the sinking of reverse dies at the end of 1861, between 20 December and  
31 December, that probably marks a changeover to 1862 dated dies.

TABLE 2. Numbers of penny dies sunk at Royal Mint during 1860 and 1861 by working week

Week Obv.a Rev.a Comments

1860   
21 May 2+ 2+ Start of die production Obv. 1**, Rev. A
28 May 6 6 
4 June    Wyon sees pennies struck at Mint
11 June  6 4 Rev. C, ½d. and ¼d. dies completed 
18 June   24 Wyon sees 1d. and ½d. struck at Mint, Rev. B
25 June  12+ + Obv 1*, Rev. B become standard type
2 July  36 12 Queen rejects early obverse portrait 
9 July   12 Queen approves modified portrait 
16 July  12  Obv. 1, Rev. B become standard type
23 July  66  
30 July  12  
6 August 12  End of BB dies, Obv. 1, Rev. B
13 August  +   
20 August   
27 August   Queen formally approves bronze coinage
3 September  +  
10 September  +  + 
17 September 42 12 Start of TB dies, Obv. 2, Rev. D*
24 September 18  + 
1 October  24 

 7 Dyer and Gaspar 1984, 268; Attwood 2014, 237.
 8 Holland 2002, 20.
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Week Obv.a Rev.a Comments

8 October   6+ 30 
15 October 30 12+ 
22 October 30+ 42 
29 October 36+ 48 
5 November 42+ 54 
12 November 60 18+ 
19 November 30 12 
26 November 30 40 ~Obv. 4
3 December  + 32 
10 December 20+ 40 End of 1860 dated dies, Rev. D
17 December 24  + Bronze coinage proclaimed to be current
24 December 12  
31 December   

1861   
7 January 12 18 Start of 1861 dated dies, Rev. D˝
14 January 46 30 
21 January 72+ 48+ 
28 January 96 24+ ~Obv 5
4 February 30 24 
11 February 24 24 
18 February   
25 February   
4 March   
11 March  28 
18 March 40 84 ~Obv 6
25 March 60 40 ↓
1 April 44+ 12 ↓?
8 April 32  
15 April  +  
22 April  +  + 
29 April  +   2+ 
6 May 50  
13 May 54 40+ 
20 May 20 20 
27 May  30 
3 June  30 ~Rev. G
10 June 48 70 
17 June  66 
24 June 48  Obv. 6, Rev. G are standard type

1 January−30 June 1861 716 614 
1 July−31 December 1861  480 458b 

   
1860 total dies 544 424 
1861 total dies 1,196 1,072b 

1860−61 total dies 1,740 1,496b 

Notes: (a) The symbol + in the Obv. and Rev. columns denotes the production of die tools at the Mint that week. 
(b) It is suggested that the 12 reverse dies sunk on 31 December 1861 were probably dated 1862, with the previous batch of 12 
reverse dies sunk on 20 December probably dated 1861, resulting in a total of 1,060 dies dated 1861.

Since it is the reverse penny dies that are dated, assumptions about these changeover dates 
for reverse dies can be independently tested against results from Freeman’s survey of Victorian 
pennies, using his totals for 1860 and 1861 pennies with distinguishable dates.9 Here, Freeman’s 
1964 edition is preferred as being a more random representation, since only a few rare or 
scarce coins were added in his 1966 edition. Results of this comparison are shown in the 
 second column of Table 3, using the changeover dates indicated in Table 1, i.e. 424 reverse dies 
dated 1860 and 1,060 dated 1861 (subtracting 12 dies believed to be dated 1862), for a total of 
1,484 dies. The generally good agreement seen between the percentages in Freeman’s survey 

 9 Freeman 1964, 13−15.
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and the numbers of dated reverse dies sunk suggests that Table 2 provides a plausible 
 framework for interpreting the first year or so of the bronze recoinage of British pennies. The 
last column in Table 3 presents a simplified ‘adjusted’ mintage figure by date on the coin for 
1860 and 1861 bronze pennies based on my assumed dating of reverse dies sunk. The adjusted 
mintage figures were calculated by multiplying the total official mintage of 41.5 million for 
1860−61 by the percentage of reverse dies sunk with each date. This suggests that some 11.86 
million bronze pennies dated 1860 were struck, significantly exceeding the official mintage of 
5.05 million for the 1860 calendar year, and clearly indicating that many 1860 dated coins were 
actually struck in 1861. This helps account for the existence of 1860 pennies with obverses 
that would not have been available until well into 1861. It should be noted that the simplified 
approach used to create Table 3 does not take into account 1861 dated coins that were struck 
during the following year. More exacting analysis by Gouby based on his analysis of pyx 
 numbering and the tonnage of coins delivered coupled with Freeman survey results suggests 
that 11.61 million bronze pennies dated 1860 were struck,10 giving a very similar result. 

TABLE 3. Comparison of projected reverse die dating with Freeman survey results

 Dies sunk Percentage Survey Percentage Mintage by date (millions)
     Official Adjusted

1860 424 28.57 290 29.38 5.05 11.86
1861 1,060 71.42 697 70.62 36.45 29.64
Total 1,484  987  41.45 41.45

To place the numismatic complexity of the recoinage effort into perspective, it is useful to 
examine a summary listing of all the different die pairing types of 1860−62 pennies known to 
have been struck for circulation. This is shown in Table 4, where bold text is used to highlight 
common die pairing types that are especially important in the discussion that follows. The 
listing itself  has been broken into five sections, arranged chronologically. Under the eight dif-
ferent die pairings for beaded border pennies, all known ‘early obverse’ die pairings are shown 
first, followed by die pairings employing the standard obverse with approved portrait. The two 
transitional mixed beaded and toothed border ‘mule’ die pairings follow. For toothed border 
penny dies the twenty-eight different known die pairing types of 1860−62 are grouped by date 
on the reverse die. Within each grouping an attempt is made to arrange these chronologically. 
For example, among 1860 toothed border pennies, those with obverse 5 or 6 could only have 
been struck in 1861, along with many coins of the generic obverse 4 type, so these are listed 
last. Among the 1861 pennies, those die pairings struck with obverses 2, 3 or 4* are scarce or 
rare, suggesting these pairings resulted from the accidental carry-over of 1860 obverse dies 
into 1861. Finally, a few very rare pennies dated 1862 are found with 1860-style obverses 2 and 
3, which apparently somehow survived the destruction of 645 obverse and 557 reverse dies on 
16 October 1861.11 Presumably the dies destroyed on this date were obsolete or worn out, and 
came mostly from the 544 obverse and 424 reverse bronze penny dies sunk at the Royal Mint 
in 1860, plus the 26 obverse and 25 reverse dies from the earlier copper coinage that had been 
carried forward in the Mint’s Die Account Book. Regarding the distribution of newly struck 
coins from the Mint, £20 worth or 4,800 bronze pennies were packed in each wooden box,12 
with typically up to £200 worth shipped directly to various regional banks.13 As a result, some 
scarce or rare die pairings may have been shipped to locations where most or all have been lost 
to numismatics.

 10 Gouby 2006, 49.
 11 TNA: PRO, Mint 14/15, 233.
 12 TNA: PRO, Mint 8/37, 20 March 1861.
 13 TNA: PRO, Mint 8/37, 21 March 1861.
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TABLE 4. Summary listing of all known die pairing types of bronze pennies of 1860−1862 
struck in a coining press from working dies

 1**+A   1**+C   1**+B 
 1*+C   1*+B 
  Beaded Border 1860
 1+A  1+C 
 1+B 
 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 
 1+D*  2+B Transitional ‘mules’
 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 
 2+D*  2+D  2*+D* 
 3+D*  3+D´  3+E Toothed Border 1860
 4*+D*  4+D*  4*+D  4+D 
 5+D   6+D*  6+D 
 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 
 2+D˝ 3+D˝ 
 4*+D˝ 4+D˝ Toothed Border 1861
 2+F  2+G 
 4+F  4+G 
 5+D˝  5+F  5+G 
 6+D˝  6+F  6+G 
 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 
 2+G  3+G 
 6+G Toothed Border 1862

Beaded Border penny dies of 1860

The first coins struck for circulation during the bronze recoinage are rare ‘early obverse’ 
beaded border bronze pennies displaying a rejected portrait of the Queen Victoria now 
believed to have been struck in June 1860 at the Royal Mint. That these coins were struck 
using an ordinary coining press for circulation is shown by the presence of die cracks and 
occasional planchet flaws, and detailed numismatic analysis previously published in this 
Journal includes the observation of a remarkable die-linkage progression that sheds valuable 
insight on early events in the bronze recoinage effort.14 Like all beaded border pennies, these 
coins have a border of round beads, with 121 beads on the obverse and 120 on the reverse as 
illustrated by the early obverse 1** proof penny shown in Figure 1. This proof coin is an espe-
cially interesting example, since it exhibits a reverse die-linkage to the later approved obverse 
portrait type used for striking beaded border pennies (discussed in detail below, pp. 159–60). 

Fig. 1. Beaded border penny proof 1c** + A2 (author’s collection)

Another key source of information on the early recoinage effort comes from short entries in 
the diary of Leonard Charles Wyon.15 It should be noted that Wyon’s diary was a very per-
sonal one, devoted mostly to family, social events and religious matters, with only incidental 
mention of items of numismatic interest. Its primary importance lies in establishing a clear 
time-line of activities carried out at the Royal Mint, thus helping to place these events in the 

 14 Holland 2017.
 15 Attwood 2014.
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context of surviving mint records. For example, on 21 May 1860 he took ‘puncheons of the 
penny to Mr. Graham’ at the Mint. Entries from June 1860 show that on the 7th, whilst 
 visiting the Mint, Wyon ‘saw pennies struck in a coining press. The punches require a little 
reduction in relief ’.  Again visiting the Mint on the 13th he ‘took all the punches for the new 
bronze coinage except the farthing.’ On the 15th he ‘took the farthing reverse punch to the 
Mint & saw it struck’. Finally, the entry for 20 June shows that Wyon ‘Went to the Mint. Saw 
pennies and halfpennies struck.’16 Before integrating information from Wyon’s diary entries 
with surviving mint records, it should be noted that Wyon was an accomplished medalist, who 
had workshop facilities at home for working on matrices, puncheons and dies. This included 
a reducing machine, allowing him to transfer the design from large bell-metal casts of his 
original artwork models to design punches in various smaller sizes for different denomina-
tions of coins, along with a variety of hand tools for completing coinage dies.17 Since Wyon 
did not possess in-house facilities for producing metal casts, hobbing master dies and punches, 
or striking proof coins, he typically employed the outside commercial firm Pinches. This made 
it possible for Wyon to have tools for all the early patterns and proofs for the new bronze 
 coinage produced or struck outside of the Royal Mint. Likewise, other early matrices and 
puncheons used for sinking working dies at the Mint were likely produced this way. 

The fact that Wyon was able to create master tools for the new bronze coinage outside the 
Mint is of special importance in interpreting mint records for the sinking of working dies, 
since these records also contain sporadic entries showing the production of matrices (master 
dies) and punches (hubs) at the Royal Mint. For example, during the week of 21 May records 
show that the first two pairs of obverse and reverse working dies were sunk on 23 May,  followed 
two days later on the 25th by the production of an obverse and reverse puncheon. These are 
the earliest bronze coinage tools known to have been made at the Mint. Thus the initial pairs 
of penny working dies produced at the Royal Mint on 23 May were almost certainly sunk 
using the penny puncheons provided by Wyon on the 21st according to his diary. It should 
also be pointed out that no other die tools for pennies, halfpennies or farthings are shown in 
the mint records as having been produced there before 26 June 1860. For the author, it was 
only when it became clear that Wyon himself  often directly provided coinage tools (and 
 occasionally dies) to the Mint that significant progress in interpreting mint records became 
possible. Since Wyon probably continued to create master tools outside the Mint for subse-
quent design changes during the recoinage effort, the greatest weight is given to mint record 
entries for the regular production of batches of obverse and reverse working dies in the  present 
analysis.

It is the requirement for ‘reduction in relief ’ expressed in Wyon’s diary entry of 7 June 1860 
that led to the first design changes to beaded border pennies, especially to the reverse in the 
area of the shield of Britannia. Consequently, detailed discussion of beaded border pennies 
die types begins with the reverse. Close-ups of the sequence of design changes in the area of 
the shield are shown in Figure 2. Note here that all the penny reverse types shown in Figure 2 
are from die-linkages paired with the later beaded border obverse 1 type (and these specific 
working die examples will be referred to later in the article, pp. 159–63). For corresponding 
illustrations of the same reverse die types paired with early obverse 1**, see Figure 5 in 
Holland (2017).18 The earliest die in this progression, reverse A clearly shows the problems 
that occurred in striking up details in the area of the shield, reverse C shows the significant 
improvement obtained by lowering the relief, and reverse B shows the final and robust solu-
tion of both lowering the relief  and going to incuse shield lines. 

 16 Attwood 2014, 238−9.
 17 Attwood 2014, 73−5.
 18 Holland 2017, 194.
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The conclusion from the previous study of ‘early obverse’ penny die-linkages and pairings 
is that all three reverse die types were available and used in a coining press for striking coins at 
the Royal Mint before the end of June 1860, and that they were developed in the order A, C 
and then B.19 This is supported by the fact that B later became the standard type for beaded 
border pennies, sharing the design feature of incuse shield lines with beaded border halfpen-
nies and farthings. Other evidence that supports this supposition includes the observation that 
in the die-linkage progression of what is now believed to include the first pennies struck at the 
Royal Mint beginning about 7 June 1860, the pairing of a single Obv. 1** working die with 
five successive reverse working dies is observed in the order A > C > B > C > C.20 Furthermore, 
of all the known working die pairings of coins struck with Obv 1**,  one is from Rev. A, three 
from Rev. C, and two from Rev. B. For the five known working die pairings with the second 
‘early obverse’ die type Obv. 1*, two are with Rev. C and three with Rev. B, suggesting a subtle 
shift from Rev. C towards Rev. B. Finally, nearly all later beaded border pennies using  standard 
Obv. 1 are paired with Rev. B, including the rare toothed/beaded ‘mules’.

Another early design change made to obverse dies for beaded border pennies is shown by 
the close-ups in Figure 3. This resulted in an early obverse 1* type that retained the same por-
trait as obverse 1**, but with detail greatly sharpened on the dress and relief  also apparently 
reduced. These changes were probably made to improve coining. Reviewing results from the 
previous study of ‘early obverse’ pennies shows that five of the revised Obv. 1* working dies 
were observed on coins apparently struck for circulation, compared to only two for Obv. 1**. 
This suggests that the changeover to the newer Obv. 1* probably occurred relatively early, 
perhaps as soon as the batch of six obverse dies sunk on 13 June. 

Regarding beaded border penny die production at the Royal Mint (see Table 2, p. 151), the 
first two pairs of penny reverse dies sunk on 23 May can only be of the obverse 1** and 
reverse A types from the puncheons provided by Wyon on 21 May. The two batches of six dies 
each sunk on the 29th were also probably of the obverse 1** and reverse A types, since Wyon 
had not yet witnessed the trial coining press runs on 7 June prompting the comment in his 
diary that the ‘punches require a little reduction in relief ’.21 The next dies produced were a 

 19 Holland 2017.
 20 Holland 2017, 195−8.
 21 Attwood 2014, 238.

Fig. 2. Shield and lighthouse on beaded border penny reverses A2, C3 and By all paired with obverse 1 which has 
the approved modified portrait (author’s collection)

Fig. 3. Differences in detail between obverse 1** and obverse 1* on dress (author’s collection, courtesy of Bernard 
Workman)
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batch of six obverse dies on 13 June and four reverse dies on the 14th. It seems likely that these 
were of the reverse C type and perhaps the obverse 1* type, Wyon’s first attempt at relief  
reduction. To put this in context, it should be pointed out that the first halfpenny and farthing 
reverse dies (with incuse shield lines) were sunk on 13 June and 16 June, respectively. The first 
reverse B penny dies with incuse shield lines were probably not produced until the 21st,  perhaps 
in the mixed batch of twelve with a few reverse C dies. From the following day, 22 June, and 
until the last batch sunk on 7 July these were almost certainly all reverse B dies. Likewise, the 
forty-eight obverse dies sunk from 28 June to 6 July were probably all of the obverse 1* type, 
and it seems clear that the 1*+B pairing would have become the favored type by late June 
1860. This conjecture is supported by the pairs of obverse and reverse puncheons produced at 
the Royal Mint on 26 June. 

Thus, by the beginning of July 1860 it must have seemed to Wyon that all of the early 
 problems in the production of pennies at the Royal Mint had been overcome with the devel-
opment and pairing of obverse 1* and reverse B. In particular, his adoption of reverse B for 
beaded border pennies finally solved the problem of fully striking up the lines in Britannia’s 
shield, and these incuse shield lines became a common design feature extending to halfpennies 
and farthings. 

Then, on Wednesday 4 July, Wyon learned of the Queen’s belated wish that her portrait be 
altered. This must have been a crushing blow, and Wyon notes in his diary entry ‘Bad news 
today. The Queen wishes the portraits on the new copper coins to be altered’.22 It had been 
hoped that the recently published diary of Queen Victoria might shed some light on this royal 
decision, but a careful search of entries during this time period shows nothing of any rele-
vance. It should be noted that the diary as it now exists is in fact an edited manuscript copy 
made by her youngest daughter Princess Beatrice, with the original destroyed except for a few 
early portions from the 1830s. Queen Victoria had explicitly ‘instructed Princess Beatrice to 
re-write the Journal after her death, omitting or modifying passages which she considered 
unsuitable for preservation’. Apparently ‘Princess Beatrice took this to mean that she should 
leave out information she considered too slight to be of interest’,23 and thus there is no 
 reference to or any comments on the four times Queen Victoria is known to have sat for Wyon 
(from his own diary entries of 7 and 16 December 1859, 27 and 30 March 1860)24 or on any 
other aspect of the new bronze coinage.

Fortunately, the Queen’s thoughts on her portrait have been preserved in a 4 July 
 memorandum from Gladstone, in which he notes ‘her desire that it should be more like that 
on the florin’.25 Comparison of Wyon’s modified obverse 1´ portrait for the penny with the 
portrait by his father William Wyon on the florin indicates that, if  anything, he worked hard 
to make the Queen’s appearance even more youthful and attractive than on the florin. He was 
clearly taking no chances. This is shown in close-up comparisons between the early rejected 
penny obverse, florin and his modified portrait for the penny in Figure 4. The original penny 
portrait at the left exhibits a more prominent definition about the eye compared to the florin, 
with the modified portrait having a significantly more pleasing and youthful appearance, with 
the definition about both the eye and nose markedly softened. It should be remembered that 
by July 1860 the Queen was forty-one years old and had ‘sat’ for Wyon on a number of occa-
sions, and thus the original portrait was probably a more accurate depiction. Nonetheless, in 
its altered form the portrait is especially pleasing, and Wyon’s design for the penny has proven 
to be a favourite among collectors.

With the Queen’s unexpected rejection of the early obverse portrait, obverses 1** and 1* 
suddenly became obsolete, and the sixty-two obverse penny dies that had been sunk at the 
Royal Mint in May and until the week of 2 July (see Table 2, p. 151) had to be replaced. 
Fortunately for numismatists, the early obverse 1** and 1* pennies that had already been 

 22 Attwood 2014, 239.
 23 Queen Victoria’s Journal 2012, Introduction.
 24 Attwood 2014, 229−30, 234.
 25 Attwood 2014, 343.
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struck in trial coining runs at the mint using various combinations of working dies were not 
destroyed, but simply added to the later bronze penny production totals for distribution to the 
public. 

Wyon’s artistic response to the challenge posed by the Queen’s rejection of her portrait was 
rapid, and by Monday 9 July he had not only produced and delivered a proof penny with a 
modified portrait of the Queen, but he had ‘Received at ½ past 8 this evening the Queen’s 
approval of the coins’, as noted in his diary.26 It now seems clear that the modified portrait 
coin presented to the Queen was a transitional pattern identical to that shown in Figure 5, 
where the border beads are nearly in contact with the bust as in the case of obverses 1** and 
1*, but with the Queen’s portrait now with the more youthful and softer features as shown in 
Figure 4. This transitional type is labeled obverse 1´. The reverse is also slightly different from 
reverse A with a distinctively narrower gap between Britannia’s right arm and gown, along 
with other minor differences, and this is designated as reverse A´. It should be pointed out that 
these proof penny die variants are listed as C1 and a1 by Gouby in the proof and patterns 
section of his 2009 book.27 The example shown here was obtained from Baldwin’s by the 
author in 1997, and in spite of years of diligent searching, no examples of pennies struck for 
circulation using this transitional obverse type have been found.

Careful study of this obverse 1´ transitional bronzed proof coin clearly shows that Wyon 
‘tarted’ it up to improve its appearance. Here, the height of the rims was enhanced to 2.0 mm, 
as against 1.6 mm for a standard beaded border penny. This was achieved by turning down the 
rims on the obverse die on a lathe, and turning (or hand filing) the rim of the reverse die, as 
shown in the close-ups in Figure 6. In fact, the high rims on this obverse 1´ coin display nearly 
vertical relief, similar to that of Perth mint bronze penny proofs of 1958−63,28 and it was 
struck on a heavier 10.6 g planchet. While this made these dies impractical for use in a coining 
press, Wyon was not taking any chances on getting the Queen’s approval. This was a coin 
made to impress. Thanks to an anonymous collector, during a visit to Australia in October 
2017 I was also able to examine the unique 1860 gold proof penny (ex-Norweb), along with a 
corresponding silver proof, and identify both of these as being struck from the same dies as 
the transitional obverse 1´+A´ type. These off-metal strike proofs would have been produced 

 26 Attwood 2014, 239.
 27 Gouby 2009, VP9.
 28 Holland 2005.

Fig. 4. Comparison between the rejected portrait on the penny (left), portrait on the florin (middle), and the 
altered version on the penny (right) (author’s collection, except florin courtesy Heritage Auctions)
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following the Queen’s acceptance of the bronzed version and probably outside of the Mint, as 
were other Wyon proofs.

Fig. 6. Lathe lines on transitional penny proof with modified portrait 1´ + A´ (author’s collection)

Once the Queen’s approval had been obtained, there were only two weeks available for 
Wyon to prepare new tools for the penny before the month-long family holiday he had planned 
for 23 July. Unfortunately, the dramatically enhanced rim height of obverse 1´ with its near 
vertical profile made it impractical for striking coins in a coining press, thus requiring work to 
produce yet another obverse die type. The result bearing the new approved portrait became 
the standard beaded border obverse 1, and two working die examples are shown in Figure 7. 
In this modified portrait obverse, the circular border beads are placed noticeably further from 
the bust, especially near the rose on the dress, and there is a thinner rim. It is interesting to 
note (from Table 2) that no master tools are recorded during this time period, so Wyon must 
have produced any new obverse 1 die tools outside the Royal Mint. 

After the Queen’s approval of Wyon’s modified portrait type on 9 July, the sinking of some 
102 obverse 1 replacement dies began on the 20th and this task was completed on 8 August. 
In the meantime, Wyon left for Paris on holiday with his wife on 23 July, and did not return 
until 25 August.29 Although obverse 1 is found almost exclusively paired with reverse B, some 
scarce pennies are also found paired with 
reverses A and C. Detailed numismatic analysis 
of these 1+A and 1+C pennies shows two dif-
ferent reverse A working dies and perhaps two 
reverse C working dies. Regarding 1+A pen-
nies, out of sixteen coins surveyed by the 
author, careful study shows that six appear to 
have the identical reverse A2 working die used 
for striking the 1c** + A2 proof shown in Figure 
1. The most characteristic die marker on these 
coins is doubling of the final date numeral on 
the reverse as shown in Figure 8. Other details 

 29 Attwood 2014, 240−1.

Fig. 5. Transitional penny proof with modified portrait 1´ + A´ (author’s collection)

Fig. 7. Two working die examples of obverses 1 
from reverse die linkages to early obverse 1** via 
reverse A2, and toothed border obverse 2 via reverse 
By from toothed/beaded ‘mule’ (author’s collection)
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including the pattern of breaks in the linear circle seem to support this reverse die-linkage. 
Although no die cracks are observed on these coins, it is almost certain that the early obverse 
proof would have been struck before the reverse linked 1a+A2 die pairing.

Fig. 8. Evidence for a reverse A2 die-linkage: top line shows close-up details from the 1c** + A2 proof of Figure 
1; bottom line shows same details from the presumed 1a + A2 die pairing (author’s collection)

The other ten 1+A coins surveyed are from a different reverse A working die, with nine of 
these showing various stages of a die crack from a border bead toward the top of the light-
house. Careful comparison of breaks and weaknesses in the linear circle on these reverse A 
coins suggests the possibility that these might have been struck from the same A1 reverse die 
that was paired with obverse 1a** for early coining press trial runs. This is speculative, since no 
distinctive die repairs, die cracks or other clear evidence is observed. However, if  there had 
been interest in testing the new obverse 1 die paired with previous reverse types, bringing back 
into service two reverse A dies that already existed and had previously only seen light use may 
have seemed sensible. It is interesting to note that unlike obverse 1**, obverse 1 in these die 
pairings strikes up reasonably well (see Figure 7a) although the shield lines on the reverse do 
not (see Figure 2a).

Of the nineteen 1+C coins surveyed, twelve show reverse die cracks at various stages of 
development. Of the coins with die cracks, six have cracks at the second N of PENNY only, 
six more at both the N and O of ONE. While no obverse die cracks were observed on any of 
these coins, on the latest die state reverse coin only, a distinctive obverse die marker in the 
form of a blundered linear circle repair above the first T of BRITT is seen. This observation 
demonstrates a reverse C die-linkage between obverse 1 dies, a puzzling situation since it is the 
reverse die that appears to be breaking up. Close-ups showing these features on the late die 
state coin are shown at the top in Figure 9. 

It is interesting to note that most of the known die pairings with reverse C occur on ‘early 
obverse’ pennies, three with obverse 1** and two with obverse 1*.30 Careful examination of 
each of the five reverse C working dies on these early obverse pennies, suggests the possibility 
of a reverse C3 die-linkage between obverse 1a** and obverse 1, as seen in the comparison of 
trace die markers in the border beads shown at the bottom of Figure 9, reverse C3 being the 
last working die employed in the remarkable progression of early obverse 1** die-linkages 
reported previously.31 While further confirmation in the form of die cracks or distinctive die 
repairs remains elusive in this case, it tempting to consider the possibility that the otherwise 
unmarked reverse C3 die might have been removed from the coining press after striking a few 
1**+C coins in favour of the more preferred 1*+B die combination, then the same reverse C3 

 30 Holland 2017, 196−200.
 31 Holland 2017.
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working die returned to service much later paired with obverse 1, where it eventually acquired 
the progression of die cracks shown in Figure 9. 

By August 1860, the press was working to build public interest in the as yet unreleased 
bronze coinage.32 An example is an article entitled ‘The New Bronze Penny’ published in The 
London Illustrated News on 11 August 1860, which included the illustration shown in Figure 
10. This provided readers with extensive background information on the earlier copper coin-
age, the advantages of the new ‘mixed metal’ coins, and comments on their ‘admirable’ artistic 
character. It is clear that this line drawing depicts an early obverse beaded border proof with 
reverse A. The Queen’s formal approval of the new bronze coinage came about two weeks 
later on 27 August at Balmoral, with regular production beginning in September.33 

However, by this time the Royal Mint had 
clearly begun thinking about altering the 
beaded border penny design by going to 
toothed border coins. This change was to 
address recurring problems with striking up 
border beads and die cracks. Here, elongated 
teeth at the rim of a coin provide improved and 
unrestricted flow of metal during striking, 
whereas the use of a design with round border 
beads requires restricted flow of metal to fill 
each of the circular depressions in the die that 
define the beads. Observations show numerous 
examples of beaded border pennies where some of the border beads are poorly struck, and die 
cracks are frequently seen on these coins.

A question that naturally arises is why a border of round beads was initially chosen for the 
bronze coinage. This is not a design feature previously employed on British milled coins. The 
answer, it seems, lies in the inner border of round beads found on the bronze French 10  centime 
piece that provided an initial model and inspiration for the bronze recoinage as acknowledged 
by Gladstone34 and noted by Peck.35 In fact, some of the earliest bronze penny patterns (and 
even earlier decimal patterns) display inner borders of round beads, strongly resembling the 
French coin (see Peck plates 43 and 44). Probably for design reasons in later patterns this inner 
border of round beads was moved out toward the rim, resulting in the final beaded border 

 32 Dyer and Gaspar, 1984.
 33 Attwood 2014, 343.
 34 Attwood 2014, 341
 35 Peck 1970, 416, plates 40−44.

Fig. 9. Late die state of reverse C paired with obverse 1: top line shows die cracks at the second N of PENNY, 
the O of ONE, and blundered linear circle repair on the obverse (author’s collection); bottom line shows trace die 
markers on this reverse (left) compared with the reverse C3 coin (right), suggesting possible reverse die linkage to 
early obverse 1a** (author’s collection and courtesy of Richard Sessions)

Fig. 10. Line drawn image of penny from The 
London Illustrated News, 11 August 1860, p. 137
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type. Once the beaded border was recognized to be a problem for the large scale production 
of bronze coins, the Mint acted to change it.  

The transition to Toothed Border penny dies

The Royal Mint’s Die Account Book shows that three obverse master dies (matrices) were 
prepared on 16 August 1860 while Wyon was on holiday. These were followed by the produc-
tion of additional master tools, including two obverse puncheons on 3 September, and two 
reverse puncheons on the 10th. No listing for a new reverse master die is shown during this 
time frame in mint records. However, it seems likely that the border beads were simply ground 
off a reverse C puncheon, this was used to sink a die, and then 138 border teeth were added to 
create the generic reverse D type, which is otherwise virtually identical to C. Why such a die 
would not be listed as a new master die or matrix is unknown. However, it should be noted 
that Peck’s reverse C* (reverse D) is described as being virtually ‘identical with Rev. C’,36 and 
the expedient of grinding beads off  a punch and using it to produce a re-beaded die at the 
Royal Mint is known.37 From this, puncheons can be produced, and re-cutting them provides 
a ready path to reverse D variants such as D*, D´ and D˝.38 It should be noted that three 
 additional reverse puncheons were produced in late September, with one on the 20th, two 
more on the 28th.

Following this preparation of new master tools at the Royal Mint in early September, 
 eighteen obverse dies were sunk on the 17th and twelve reverse dies on the 18th. That these 
were toothed border dies now seems fairly certain based on the large gap in the sinking of 
penny dies observed in Table 2, coupled with the observation that 1860 beaded border pennies 
are much scarcer than the toothed border type. Assuming that this gap accurately reflects the 
changeover from beaded to toothed dies, some 60 out of 424 reverse dies dated 1860 or 14.1 
per cent of these dies were of the beaded border type. Freeman’s rarity estimates suggest that 
about 10 per cent of 1860 dated pennies have beaded borders, with ‘unofficial accounts’ from 
Gouby’s detailed analysis giving a lower value of 6.5 per cent.39 Since die life is known to have 
increased significantly in going from beaded to toothed border coins40 this seems consistent. 
Based on this analysis, the notion that any dies for beaded border pennies would have been 
sunk in late September or dies for toothed border pennies sunk as early as July 1860 does not 
seem to be credible. 

We are fortunate in having direct numismatic evidence of the transition from beaded to 
toothed penny dies, in the form of three ‘mule’ working die pairings. These rare beaded/
toothed (Freeman 8, Gouby G, Peck 1624) and toothed/beaded (Freeman 9, Gouby H, Peck 
1628) penny mules are of the 1 + D* and 2 + B type. Detailed numismatic study shows that a 
single pair of working dies was used for the beaded/toothed mule, and two different pairs of 
working dies for the second toothed/beaded type. 

The toothed/beaded mule pairings are especially interesting as the author has recently 
 discovered that both toothed/beaded working die pairs exhibit very clear reverse die-linkages 
to beaded border obverse 1. Furthermore, the progression of reverse die cracks demonstrates 
that the striking order in each case is from beaded border only to the mixed toothed/beaded 
‘mule’ die pairings.

For the first of these toothed/beaded reverse die-linkages, key features of the reverse By 
working die are shown in Figure 11. At the top are close-up images of By in the beaded border 
only working die pairing designated as 1y + By, and below in the mule working die pairing 2a 
+ By. That the reverse working die in the two pairings is identical is confirmed by four separate 
features. From left to right these include a blundered repair of the linear circle where the hand-

 36 Peck 1970, 422.
 37 Holland 1998, 19.
 38 Holland 2006.
 39 Gouby 2006, 39.
 40 British Library, MS 44394. Letter from Thomas Graham, Master of the Mint, to Chancellor of the Exchequer William 
Gladstone, 15 Oct. 1860.
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held cutting tool has slipped while the die was being rotated counter-clockwise in a lathe,41 the 
raised ‘spike’ in the 6 of the date, a die crack from the rim to the right side of the N of ONE, 
and a die crack from a border bead toward the ship on the reverse. Furthermore, die crack 
progression in both pairs of images on the right clearly shows that the beaded border only die 
pairing was struck first, especially in the image on the right where a die crack at the third bead 
above the waterline has just started, then goes through the bead and reaches the ship in the 
image below.

Fig. 11. Beaded border reverse die linkage of 1y + By → 2a + By (see text). Top line: details of beaded border 
reverse By paired with beaded obverse 1y (author’s collection); bottom line: details of beaded border reverse By 
paired with toothed obverse 2a (courtesy Richard Sessions)

The second reverse die-linkage between working dies designated here as 1z + Bz with its cor-
responding mule die pairing 2b + Bz is shown in Figure 12. The die markers for the reverse Bz 
working die on these coins are also very clear, showing the beaded border only die pairing was 
struck first. From left to right, these are doubling of the O of ONE, and a progression of die 
cracks from the rim and bead to the top of the E and through the second bead to the right of 
the Y of PENNY. These observations are of special interest since this die-linkage provides 
some direct evidence as to why the initial beaded border design of the recoinage was aban-
doned in favour of toothed borders. That is, the progression of die cracks at both the E and 
after the Y of PENNY on these coins clearly shows that the beaded only penny with defective 
border beads (and lettering) was struck before the toothed/beaded mule, which displays fully 

 41 See Holland 2013.

Fig. 12. Beaded border reverse die linkage of 1z + Bz → 2b + Bz (see text). Top line: details of beaded border 
reverse Bz paired with beaded obverse 1z (courtesy Copthorne collection); bottom line: Details of beaded border 
reverse By paired with toothed obverse 2b (courtesy Bernard Workman) 
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formed border beads. This demonstrates that the flawed border beads often seen in beaded 
border pennies can arise from striking problems alone, and not from damage to the puncheon 
or from a die fill. 

For completeness, identifying features of the corresponding obverse 2a and 2b working dies 
of these toothed/beaded mules are shown in Figure 13. For obverse 2a (left) a strongly doubled 
D is seen at F:D: and for obverse 2b a twinning of the linear circle and doubling of the final T 
above the TTs of BRITT can be observed.

Fig. 13. Details of corresponding obverse 2a and 2b working dies of toothed/beaded mule pennies (courtesy 
Bernard Workman)

A survey of nine examples of the beaded/toothed mule shows that only a single working die 
pairing was used. The beaded obverse 1z working die of this pairing typically displays a pro-
nounced die crack from the rim to the top of the head as shown in Figure 14, with late die 
states also showing a die crack at the border bead above RE of REG. The toothed border 
reverse die type is D* with its distinctive re-cut ‘rock line’,42 a feature not distinguished by 
other authors (generically listed as Freeman D, Gouby d, Peck C*). This specific D*1 working 
die is identifiable by blundered repairs to the linear circle above the plumed helmet of Britannia 
and another at her foot, as shown, where the cutting tool has slipped while the die was being 
rotated counter-clockwise in a lathe.43 

Together, these results demonstrate that the important 2 + D* die pairing was available at 
the start of toothed border penny production. Based on analysis of mint records, it also now 
seems likely that the ‘mules’ marking this transition were struck in October 1860. 

This interpretation seems to be supported by a 15 October 1860 letter from Thomas 
Graham, Master of the Mint, to Chancellor of the Exchequer Gladstone.44 The letter dis-
cusses problems encountered at the mint with dies breaking during coinage, and the impact on 
costs and schedule, together with recent improvements in both die life and production rates. 

 42 Holland 2006.
 43 See Holland, 2013.
 44 See n. 40.

Fig. 14. Late die state details of the obverse 1z and D*1 working dies of the beaded/toothed mule penny (author’s 
collection)
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Of particular relevance is Graham’s discussion of improvements to the durability of the dies 
that ‘have no sensible effect upon the Design but refer to the border + other small technical 
points’. Clearly this refers to the transition from beaded to toothed borders. He also mentions 
that the ‘penny die will be put into operation in a few days after an alteration which it is hoped 
will be the last required’, again presumably referring to the new toothed border design. Since 
a significant number of toothed border penny dies would have already been prepared accord-
ing to our analysis of Table 2, this suggests that by ‘operation’ Graham probably meant full-
scale coining operations for toothed border pennies, and not trial coining runs to test the new 
dies. After all, one would think that Graham would not write to Gladstone without full con-
fidence that the new dies would work. His letter also indicates that the ‘farthing dies are finally 
approved those of the halfpenny very nearly so’, something beyond the scope of this article, 
but mentioned here because presumably striking these smaller diameter, relatively thicker 
bronze coins using the same types of coining presses presented less of a technical problem for 
the Mint. Graham also discusses the original difficulties presented by ‘considerable relief  on 
both sides’ of the design, something that had not been an issue with the earlier copper coinage, 
but was ‘severely felt in dealing with the hard material bronze’. Finally, he states that while 
dies had not yet been requested by the contractor James Watt (the contract with Heaton & 
Sons was not placed until 17 December 1860),45 once a continuous supply of coinage from 
them was assured, bronze coins could be issued to the public. Also, it is probable that Wyon 
was directly consulted on this letter to Gladstone, based on his diary entry of 13 October 
stating ‘The Mint messenger came for me at 2 o’clock as Mr. Graham wished to see me’.46

Toothed Border penny dies

The much larger number of dies involved in coining toothed border pennies requires that 
treatment of this topic be more cursory, with greater uncertainty in the results. This also 
means a greater reliance on a general and statistical approach compared to the direct numis-
matic observations down to the level of working dies that was so helpful in understanding the 
coinage of beaded border pennies. For example, the discovery of die-linkages in toothed 
 border pennies is far less likely, a situation that is exacerbated by the Royal Mint’s use of out-
side contractors to help with the recoinage effort. Although a contract for 1,720 tons of bronze 
pennies, halfpennies and farthings had been awarded to James Watt & Co. on 3 September 
1860, they were so slow in getting started that a supplementary contract for 60 tons was placed 
on 17 December 1860 with Heaton & Sons.47 Analysis and research by Michael Gouby has 
provided detailed results for the quantity of pennies produced at each mint by accounting 
period during the recoinage effort.48 This shows that Royal Mint struck more than 91 per cent 
of the pennies during the first accounting period ending 31 December 1860, with the balance 
struck by James Watt. Consequently, it seems clear that all 1860 beaded border pennies would 
have been produced at the Royal Mint. This situation changes dramatically for toothed border 
pennies, and during the next three accounting periods ending 31 December 1861 the relative 
number of pennies struck by the Royal Mint drops to less than 7 per cent, while those from 
James Watt and Heaton are nearly 82 and 11 per cent, respectively. Thus, while it is likely that 
only a single coining press was used for striking beaded border pennies, many coining presses 
at different mints would have been employed for toothed border pennies. 

Perhaps as a result, only a few die-linkages in toothed border bronze pennies have been 
identified to date. These include an unusual 4* + D˝ → 4* + D obverse die-linkage between 
1860 and 1861 pennies where a progression of die cracks on the obverse shows they were 
struck in reverse date order.49 This provides direct numismatic evidence that some 1860 dated 
pennies were struck in 1861. The other shows a reverse die-linkage in the rare 1860 ‘N over 

 45 Dyer 1982, 236.
 46 Attwood 2014, 242.
 47 Dyer 1982, 236.
 48 Gouby 2006, 8−24.
 49 Holland, 2001.
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sideways N’ penny 2 + D* where the two different obverse 2 working dies are observed, 
 suggesting this variety was likely struck soon after the transition to toothed border dies when 
obverse 2 was especially prevalent.50 

In the present article, my primary focus is on understanding the evolution of the different 
die types developed at the Royal Mint during the recoinage effort, and correlating this with the 
information in Table 2 where possible. Again, in going on to toothed border pennies things 
become more problematic since the sparse but extremely helpful entries in Wyon’s diary 
regarding the recoinage effort essentially stop, with a single relevant entry of 7 January 1861 
stating that Wyon went ‘To the Mint. Had great satisfaction seeing pence and half  pence 
struck well from the new dies, which I trust will complete all that I have to do with the  coinage.’51 
This makes reliable interpretation of the wealth of information contained in the die account 
book thereafter more difficult.

With toothed border penny dies, the number of border teeth becomes an important feature. 
Unlike the case for beaded border pennies where there are a standard 121 round beads on each 
of the obverse types and 120 beads on the reverses, counts on toothed border coins vary, rang-
ing from 139 to 145 on obverse dies, and 138 to 143 on the reverse dies. Die types with different 
numbers of border teeth can only have arisen at the master die (or matrix) level, while for 
others, design alterations can be made by the re-cutting of puncheons (or hubs). Regarding 
different die types, I classify any design alterations that appear to have been deliberate (even if  
minor ones) as separate die types, as long as they are clearly distinguishable and that multiple 
examples from different working dies exist. Naturally, this approach leads to classification 
differences between this work and that of other authors such as Peck, Freeman and Gouby, 
and this will be pointed out in the description of different toothed border die types below.

Of the toothed border penny reverses, seven distinct types are classified (see Table 1,  
p. 150). These have been covered in some detail in a previous article in this Journal,52 so only a 
brief  summary is presented here, with example close-ups shown in Figure 15. Of the seven 
toothed border reverse die types, four are generically of the reverse D type with LCW below 
the shield (Peck C*, Freeman D, Gouby d), all having 138 border teeth and not distinguished 
further by other authors. The die type designated as reverse D in the present article closely 
resembles reverse C but with border teeth replacing beads. The heavy flan proof (Freeman 11) 
is of this type. The others, each of which appears with many working dies, arise from re-cut 
puncheons which modify the generic reverse D design to sharpen important details. Reverse 
D* is strongly re-cut to produce a ‘rock line’ at the base of the shield above LCW (see arrow), 
apparently to help differentiate the sea from Britannia’s perch. The beaded/toothed mule is of 
the D* type, as are perhaps two thirds of pennies paired with obverse 2. This indicates very 
prominent early usage of the reverse D* die variant. This also appears to be the most common 
reverse used for striking 1860 pennies. The reverse D´ type has only been found paired with 
obverse 3, and is without the ‘rock line’, but having the sea strongly re-cut both near the shield 
and at Britannia’s foot. Roughly half  of obverse 3 pennies have this reverse and the others 
reverse D*, except for a few with the rare ‘LCW below foot’ reverse E type.

The 1860 LCW below foot type reverse E (Peck reverse D, Freeman E, Gouby e) has 143 
border teeth and exhibits a strongly patterned sea very similar to that of reverse D´. It is only 
found paired with obverse 3 and appears to have been a failed experiment, with most examples 
exhibiting multiple reverse die cracks. Circulated reverse E coins also show that the lap of 
Britannia is quickly worn away, suggesting significant problems with die relief. A survey of 
more than twenty examples of ‘LCW below foot’ pennies shows that nearly all of them exhibit 
die cracks on the reverse, with at least four different reverse working dies known. The  similarity 
of the strongly patterned sea between reverses D´ and E, coupled with the observation that 
reverse D´ has so far only been found paired with obverse 3, suggests a scenario where reverse 
D´ probably preceded the failed reverse E experiment, and then both reverses were  abandoned. 

 50 Holland, 2001.
 51 Attwood 2014, 246.
 52 Holland 2006.
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Regarding reverse dies used on later 1860 dated pennies, roughly half  of obverse 4 and 4* 
coins employ reverse D*, the others reverse D.  Of perhaps greater interest, virtually all obverse 
5 and 6 pennies are found paired with reverse D. Although dated 1860, coins with these 
obverses are without Wyon’s signature and thus were almost certainly struck during 1861. 
This suggests that 1860 dated reverse dies prepared near the end of the year were likely of the 
reverse D type.

All 1861 dated pennies having LCW below the shield employ the re-cut reverse D˝ type. 
These exhibit clear, but subtle re-cutting of the sea on both sides of Britannia, and this is only 
found on 1861 dated coins. The two other new reverse penny die types introduced in 1861 no 
longer display the designer initials LCW on the reverse (see the bottom row of Figure 15). 

The first of these is the rare reverse F type (Peck E, Freeman F, and Gouby f) which, 
although having 138 border teeth like the reverse D types, is clearly from a new master die with 
a round top lighthouse, strongly defined rock and other features. This rare type seems to have 
resulted from a relatively limited, ultimately failed experiment, although examples have been 
found paired with four different obverse die types including obverses 2, 4, 5 and 6. Gouby 
reports that of the thirty reverse F pennies known, a single example is paired with obverse 2, 
nine with obverse 4, four with obverse 5 and sixteen with obverse 6.53 While die cracks are 
much less prevalent on 1861 pennies, the final date numeral is hand punched onto these reverse 
dies, and its relative position along with other features shows that perhaps half  a dozen reverse 
F dies were used for striking these coins. No evidence of die-linkages was found.

Reverse G (Peck F, Freeman G, and Gouby g), also with 138 border teeth, became the 
standard reverse die type for bronze pennies and was used exclusively from 1862 to 1873. This 
reverse has a strongly patterned sea coupled with a distinct rock line (see the last image in 
Figure 15). Although four die pairings with reverse G are known for 1861, those with obverses 
2 and 4 are scarce, obverse 5 is rare (Gouby reports 11 known),54 while those with obverse 6 

 53 Gouby 2009, VP2A.
 54 Gouby 2009, VP2A.

Fig. 15. Details of various toothed border penny reverse types. Top row: 1860 types, reverses D, D*, D´; middle 
row: 1860 LCW below foot reverse E; bottom row: 1861 types, reverses D˝, F and G (all author’s collection, except 
reverse D´ courtesy Bernard Workman)  
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are extremely common. These observations demonstrate that reverse G was the last die type 
introduced during the 1860 recoinage of pennies. 

Toothed border penny obverses of the recoinage era are also complex, with seven distinctive 
types, most from new master dies as indicated by differing numbers of border teeth and other 
features, especially L.C. Wyon’s signature or lack thereof below the bust. As with the reverse 
die types, the present classification scheme differs somewhat from that of previous authors. 
Close-up images of the signature area at the base of the bust for the five different generic 
obverse types are provided in Figure 16.  

Fig. 16. Details of various generic toothed border penny obverse types. Top row: 1860 types with signature, 
obverses 2, 3 and 4; bottom row: 1861 types without signature, obverses 5 and 6 (all author’s collection)

Obverse 2 (Peck 2, Freeman 2, Gouby D) with 143 border teeth and the L.C. Wyon  signature 
on the bust clearly seems to be the first of the toothed border obverse types. This is demon-
strated by the observation that both working die pairings of the toothed/beaded mule occur 
with this obverse, as does the Freeman 11 heavy flan proof. It is also the most common obverse 
used for striking 1860 pennies, as indicated by the bolded 2 + D* die pairing in Table 4. 

Obverse 2* is a newly discovered variant of obverse 2 having 145 border teeth, that can be 
distinguished by the A of VICTORIA pointing at a border tooth,55 as shown in Figure 17. 
Although otherwise virtually identical to obverse 2, the different number of border teeth show 
that it is clearly from a separate master die. Based on a study of obverse die cracks, at least 
three different working dies of obverse 2* have been identified, all paired with reverse D*. As 
pointed out by Richard Sessions, this obverse also exhibits unusual colon dots with a  target-like 
appearance. Careful examination shows that these features must have arisen from doubling in 
the master die itself, since all obverse working dies derived from this matrix show this identical 
doubling. It is likely that this defect resulted in the rejection of this die type, helping to account 
for its scarcity. 

Obverse 3 (Peck 2*, Freeman 3, 
Gouby E) with 138 border teeth 
also has L.C. Wyon’s signature on 
the bust, but now with the bust and 
signature nearly in contact with the 
rim. Although it is often found 
paired with reverse D*, it is unu-
sual in that it is also the only 
obverse paired with reverses D´ 
and E in 1860 dated coins. While 
the second most common obverse 

 55 Freeman 2016, 202.

Fig. 17. Close-ups of key features of penny obverse 2* (courtesy 
of Richard Sessions)
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on 1860 dated coins, obverse 3 is among the rarest types on 1861 dated pennies and is very rare 
on 1862 dated pennies, with Gouby indicating 10+  and 4 known, respectively.56 

Obverse 4 (Peck 3, Freeman 4, Gouby F) has 143 border teeth with L.C. Wyon’s signature 
now below the bust, which is now slightly further away from the rim creating a gap, as shown 
in Figure 16. An important variant of this, obverse 4* (Gouby G, not distinguished by 
Freeman and Peck) is from a re-cut puncheon, notching out a portion at the end of hair rib-
bon behind the head to give it a more symmetrical appearance as shown in Figure 18. This 
may seem like a minor variant, but it is strongly correlated with coinage dates where obverse 
4* is significantly more common on 1860 dated pennies (in the experience of the author) with 
obverse 4 somewhat scarce, whereas for 1861 pennies obverse 4 is common and obverse 4* is 
very rare, with Gouby reporting that only four examples known.57 It now seems likely that 
when Wyon visited to the Royal Mint on 7 January 1861 and saw pennies struck from the ‘new 
dies’, the die pairing was 4+ D˝, one of the four most common pairings for 1861 as indicated 
by the bolding in Table 4.

Obverse 5 (Peck 4, Freeman 5, Gouby 
H) also has 143 border teeth, but there is 
no L.C. Wyon below or on the bust, a 
 portion of which has been removed so as 
to obliterate any trace of the signature, as 
shown in Figure 15. There are also minor 
changes to the leaves in the wreath and 
hair ribbon. This obverse type was likely 
produced at the Royal Mint a month or so 
into 1861 after Wyon’s involvement with 
the bronze recoinage was over. 

Obverse 6 (Peck 5, Freeman 6, Gouby J) with 139 border teeth became the standard obverse 
die type for pennies, being used from 1861 to 1874. Again, the lack of Wyon’s signature indi-
cates that it was produced by the Royal Mint. It exhibits numerous other changes compared 

to obverse 5 and especially noteworthy among 
these is that the back of the Queen’s head is 
nearly in contact with the legend, a feature that 
is observable even on heavily worn coins as 
shown in Figure 19. This was the final obverse 
design change for pennies during the recoinage. 

Constructing a plausible chronology for 
toothed border pennies is more problematic 
than for beaded border pennies. The most 
 viable approach appears to be one based on a 
careful reading of surviving mint records 
 coupled with the use of Freeman’s survey 

results. Freeman’s results provide (by date) both the numbers of coins where the die variety 
can be ascertained, and a larger number where only the date can be identified.58 To make these 
useable for our purposes, a re-scaling of the numbers identified by variety to match the totals 
by distinguishable date first needs to be made. For 1860 dated coins one can simply multiply 
Freeman’s 1964 results for each variety by a factor of 2.417, obtained by dividing the total 
number of 1860 pennies with distinguishable dates by those with distinguishable varieties 
(290/120), and for 1861 pennies by 1.542 (697/452). 

Since the transition from beaded to toothed border pennies has already been dealt with 
satisfactorily, only toothed border penny dies will be considered from this point. For 1860, the 
toothed border totals are 380 obverse and 364 reverse dies (a result obtained by subtracting 

 56 Gouby 2009, VP2A.
 57 Gouby 2009, VP2A.
 58 Freeman 1964.

Fig. 18. Close-up comparison of obverses 4 and 4* 
showing recut ribbon end (author’s collection)

Fig. 19. Comparison of the position of the B of 
BRITT near the back of the Queen’s head between 
obverse 5 and obverse 6 (author’s collection) 
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beaded border dies from the 1860 totals of Table 2). The corresponding 1861 totals are 1,196 
obverse and 1,060 reverse dies (dated 1861). 

In proceeding, for reverse toothed border dies of 1860 nothing is required, since Freeman 
does not distinguish between reverse D, D* and D´, and no examples of the reverse E appear 
in the survey. For 1861 things are also simplified, since reverses D˝, F and G do not occur on 
1860 dated pennies and this allows 1861 dated coins to be dealt with separately. However, for 
the obverses, it is necessary to combine Freeman results by variety from both years after 
re-scaling to match survey totals by date on the coin. Because Freeman’s survey results for 
1860 do not distinguish between obverses 2 and 3, and no obverse 3 pennies are included in 
his 1861 totals by variety, obverses 2, 2* and 3 are combined in this treatment, as are obverses 
4 and 4*. The results for obverse dies shown in Table 5, giving the projected number of toothed 
border dies of each type sunk at the Royal Mint during 1860−61. For toothed border reverse 
dies, only results for 1861 dated coins are shown. In the first column, raw Freeman survey 
totals for toothed border penny varieties are shown. The second column shows these re-scaled 
to match Freeman totals by year. The third column shows the projected number of toothed 
border dies produced of each type based on adjusted Freeman survey results. Of special 
importance are the cumulative totals shown in the fourth column, since these can be used in 
conjunction with Table 2 to make rough estimates of the date when the sinking of each the 
different die types began, and these are noted in the comments column of Table 2 with a tilda 
(~) indicating a degree of uncertainty. Note also that results in Table 5 are not rounded, and 
assume that obverse and reverse dies were introduced in the numerical or alphabetical order 
used to label them.

TABLE 5.  Projections of the numbers of toothed border dies of each type produced in 
1860−61 based on re-scaled Freeman survey results

 Freeman Survey Projected no. of dies
Die types Raw Re-scaled No. of dies Cumulative

Obv. 2, 2*and 3 69 + 9 180.63 296.40 296.40
Obv. 4 and 4* 23 + 52 135.77 222.79 519.19
Obv. 5 16 + 39 98.81 162.14 681.33
Obv. 6 1 + 352 545.21 894.67 1576

Rev. D˝ 190 292.99 445.58 445.58
Rev. F 2 3.08 4.69 450.27
Rev. G 260 400.93 609.73 1,060

That toothed border die production likely began with obverse 2 and reverse D* during the 
week of 17 September 1860 has already been established by the long gap in die sinking follow-
ing beaded border pennies, together with the observed die pairings of the toothed/beaded and 
beaded/toothed ‘mules’. From this point the chronology becomes less certain, although the 
three obverse master dies prepared on 16 August 1860 can probably be attributed to obverses 
2, 2* and 3, with 143, 145 and 138 border teeth, respectively. Again based on numismatic 
observations, the two obverse puncheons of 3 September were probably obverse 2 and 2* pro-
duced from these, and the two reverse puncheons of the 10th must have been of reverse D with 
one of these probably becoming the re-cut reverse D*. Reverse D* with the re-cut ‘rockline’ 
seems to have been the preferred version initially, being used on the only known working die 
pairing of the beaded/toothed mule, exclusively with obverse 2*, and the most common type 
paired with obverse 2, etc. It was apparently abandoned later in favour of reverse D, which 
appears almost exclusively on pennies with obverses 5 and 6 that were presumably struck in 
1861. Probably this was due to damage to the re-cut D* puncheon, which would have required 
repairs to be made to each die as it was produced. For example, reverse D* pennies are known 
with blundered repairs such as ‘N over sideways N’ in ONE and P/E in PENNY, doubling of 
letters from misalignments during repairs, and unrepaired flaws in the reverse legend such as 
‘ONF’ where only a trace of the bottom of the letter E can be seen.    
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Three additional reverse puncheons were produced in late September, one on the 20th and 
two more on the 28th. It is possible that one of these became reverse D´, produced by re- cutting 
a puncheon with a strongly patterned sea, perhaps a precursor to reverse E that displays very 
similar enhancements to the waves on both sides of Britannia.59 The reverse D´ type has so far 
only been identified as being paired with obverse 3, further supporting a close temporal 
 association with reverse E. 

The timing of the introduction of the scarce LCW below foot reverse E, which only occurs 
with obverse 3, is somewhat problematic. However, the fact that the LCW below foot variety 
shows up as first surviving pyx numbered bronze penny of the recoinage with ‘40’ scratched 
on either side of the bust60 argues for a relatively early introduction, with a likely possibility 
that this type corresponds to the new reverse master die of 11 October. Two new reverse 
 puncheons appear on the 15th, suggesting that at least one of these would be of the reverse  
E type. This is followed by two new obverse puncheons on the 22nd and another pair on the 
31st, almost certainly including obverse 3 among them. Three more obverse puncheons appear 
on 9 November, with two reverse punches on the 12th. 

It should be pointed out that there does not seem to be any obvious one-for-one 
 correspondence discernable between the production of master dies and puncheons listed in 
surviving Royal Mint records and the known die types. Also, in many cases there is clearly 
duplication of die tools as would be reasonable for the large scale production of dies, and in 
other cases where numismatic study suggests something must have existed, the expected 
 tooling does not seem to be listed in the records. This situation (affected by the unfortunate 
weeding of other mint records) thus requires a certain amount of numismatic speculation 
based on careful study of the coins themselves. 

For example, projections based on the estimates in Table 5 would suggest that the generic 
obverse 4 type may have been introduced during the week of 26 November 1860. However, 
mint records show two new obverse punches appearing the following week on 4 December, 
suggesting that these were probably of the obverse 4 type, one with the ribbon end re-cut to 
create the obverse 4* type. Other single obverse puncheons are listed on 10 and 12 December. 
Regarding obverses 4 and 4*, in the author’s experience obverse 4* is noticeably more  common 
on 1860 dated pennies than obverse 4, and on 1861 dated pennies obverse 4* is quite rare. This 
suggests that as with reverse D* the re-cut version obverse 4* was initially used for producing 
dies, with obverse 4 used for later batches of dies that were frequently paired with 1861-dated 
reverses.

The final penny die tools that appear in mint records of 1860 are a reverse master die and 
two puncheons on 22 December 1860. Based on my previous analysis, these are almost 
 certainly of the reverse D˝ type produced from a re-cut puncheon displaying a subtle re- cutting 
of the sea. This type is only found on 1861 dated coins, with the first batch of twelve dies likely 
sunk on 29 December 1860.  A week later, on 7 January 1861, Wyon records in his diary his 
‘great satisfaction seeing pence and half  pence struck well from the new dies, which I trust will 
complete all that I have to do with the coinage’, followed two days later on the 9th with  
‘Mr. Graham sent this evening a cheque for £260, a portion of the payment for the new dies’.61 
It seems probable that the ‘new dies’ referred to by Wyon were obverse 4 paired with reverse 
D”, the last penny types to bear his signature and one of the more common die pairings of 
1861. 

During the first half  of 1861, the Royal Mint introduced four additional penny die types, all 
without Wyon’s signature, before settling on a finalized obverse and reverse design that was 
carried forward not only through the balance of the 1860−63 recoinage, but into 1874. These 
include the interim obverse 5 and experimental reverse F designs. 

Obverse 5 has the same number of border teeth as the obverse 4 types, but the previous  
L.C. Wyon signature below the bust was removed, and minor changes were made. Results 

 59 Holland 2006.
 60 Dyer 1982; Gouby 2006.
 61 Attwood 2014, 246.
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from Table 5 suggest that obverse 5 was introduced during the week of 28 January 1861. The 
feasibility of this timing seems to be supported by mint records that show a pair of obverse 
and reverse puncheons were produced on 23 January, two additional obverse punches on the 
26th, and another penny reverse puncheon on the 30th.  

Placing reverse F into the chronology is more problematic, since it is believed to have been 
a failed experiment for replacing reverse D˝. Perhaps similarly with the failed reverse E type in 
1860, it should not be placed in strict order. While results from Table 5 suggest that the change-
over from reverse D˝ to reverse G occurred the week of 3 June, it seems likely that Reverse F 
was actually introduced earlier. Two possibilities suggest themselves. One is that it was first 
produced in late January to go with obverse 5, thus providing an initial pairing of penny dies 
without signature. This conjecture would seem to be supported by the production of die tools 
in late January, including the reverse puncheons of 23 and 30 January mentioned above. Such 
an early introduction might also help explain the observation that reverse F is known paired 
with the early 1860-type obverse 2, and somewhat more commonly with obverse 4. However, 
the observation that the most commonly known reverse F pairing is with obverse 6 might 
suggest otherwise. Collectors have noted that on high grade examples of the 6+F die pairing, 
reverse F is often weakly struck, suggesting problems with die relief  and offering a possible 
reason why the reverse F die type was rejected.  While better grade examples of the 4+F 
 pairing are reasonably well struck, the obverse in this pairing retains the signature. Since only 
relatively low grade examples of the rare 5+F pairing are known, it is difficult to assess how 
well these were struck. In fact, the rarity of this die pairing itself  would argue for an introduc-
tion with reverse F paired with obverse 6. In either case, after the rejection of reverse F it 
seems likely that production of the reverse D˝ type continued for a time until it was replaced 
by reverse G, perhaps in early June based on scaling to the total number of 1861 dated dies 
produced. It should be pointed out that the Freeman survey results for 1861 dated pennies 
show some 42 per cent to be reverse D˝, less than 0.5 per cent reverse F, and the balance 
reverse G.

Obverse 6 was an entirely new obverse that became the standard type for pennies from 1861 
to 1874. Again, this occurs without Wyon’s signature. Projections based on the results of Table 
5 suggest that it may have been introduced as early as the week of 18 March 1861. However, 
an examination of mint records for tooling shows a new obverse master die (matrix) on  
2 April, followed by a pair of obverse puncheons on 17 April. This would suggest a possible 
later introduction as indicated in the comments for Table 2 with down arrows and question 
mark. Regardless, it should be pointed out that 6+D˝ is the second most common die pairing, 
accounting for over 22 per cent of 1861 dated pennies in Freeman’s survey, supporting the 
notion that reverse D” continued in production along with obverse 6.

Reverse G was the last penny die type introduced during the bronze recoinage effort, and it 
became the standard reverse for pennies from 1861 to 1874, and paired with obverse 6 
accounted for about 56 per cent of 1861 dated pennies. While Table 5 results suggest that 
reverse G was introduced the week of 3 June, the situation regarding die tools is unclear. Mint 
records show pairs of obverse and reverses puncheons on 26 April and 2 May, and perhaps 
more relevant are two new reverse punches on 16 May, with no more die tools listed for the 
balance of 1861. In fact, these are the last penny die tools of any type listed in the Die Account 
Book for the remainder of the 1860−63 recoinage. 

Die tool listings have presented a quandary while developing the present chronology for the 
recoinage of pennies, with entries often seeming sporadic and incomplete. While any listed die 
tools in the Royal Mint records should not be ignored, it appears that others, for whatever 
reason, are not listed. For example, puncheons (punches) are sometimes listed without their 
corresponding master dies (matrices). In other cases, where direct numismatic observations 
and evidence implies that new die types were developed, there is no obvious listing. In the 
early beaded border penny die period, it is now clear that many if  not most of the die tools 
were directly supplied by Wyon, and thus do not show up in the records. In the late period of 
the penny recoinage from mid-May 1861 to June 1863, nothing is listed. In fact, no penny die 
tools are shown again until August 1865. Since a steady stream of die tools (replacement 
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 puncheons if  nothing else) must have been made to support the sinking of thousands of coin-
age dies, this can only mean that the primary accounting for die tool production was kept 
somewhere else, in mint records now presumed lost. For the author, this has been especially 
frustrating since he has been accustomed to unusually complete mint records, such as those 
from the Perth Mint.62 Here every coinage die is labelled and the number of coins struck from 
each die pair recorded, along with a brief  reason why it was removed from the coining press. 
In the present case, the gaps in mint records regarding die tools has had to be filled by 
 numismatic ‘guess work’ and assumptions, leading to uncertainty in the results. 

It might also be argued that the approach used to estimate a chronology for toothed border 
pennies presented in Table 5 is too simplistic, since it directly employs variety results from 
Freeman’s survey after re-scaling them to match the totals by date on the coin. For example, a 
possible further adjustment might be made to factor in improvements in die life occurring at 
the Mint, especially during 1860. This would tend to shift the projected dates for die type 
changeover based on Table 5 calculations later, since more dies would be needed to strike the 
same number of coins shown in the survey results at earlier times than later on. However, 
there seems to be no unambiguous way to incorporate this, so results from Table 5 are employed 
with the caveat that there may be some systematic deviations, although by removing beaded 
border pennies from the analysis, die life improvement issues have been mitigated. 

There are also caveats related to the use of Freeman’s survey. First, the true randomness of 
the survey may suffer from two factors. First, Freeman was himself  a collector and thus the 
survey may at least in part reflect the amalgamation of coins from his personal collection with 
those strictly accumulated for survey purposes. Second, his survey was conducted in Scotland 
and regional differences in the distributions between scarcer dates and varieties has been pre-
viously noted for other bronze coins.63 Nonetheless, Freeman’s survey results are by far the 
best available and these have been a very valuable resource in the present numismatic research 
project on the bronze recoinage. 

In many ways it might be argued that numismatic analysis of the bronze recoinage of 
1860−63, even when limited to pennies, is overly ambitious. It is also inherently complex, with 
4,760 obverse and 5,209 reverse penny dies recorded as having been sunk at the Royal Mint, 
and more than 120 million coins struck. Depending on how they are defined, at least  thirty-eight 
different die pairings from some twenty distinguishably different penny obverse and reverse 
die types have been identified. Adding to this numismatic complexity are recently discovered 
die-linkages, die state progressions, and numerous distinctive die varieties. Realizing this, the 
author has attempted to reduce the scope of the present effort by limiting it to the first year or 
so of the recoinage when the different die types were developed, and focusing most of the 
detailed numismatic observations and analysis on the first crucial months of the recoinage. 
This early period spans the time from late May 1860, after BRIT was changed to BRITT in 
the obverse legend, to the transition from beaded border to toothed border pennies in about 
October 1860. Finally, more cursory coverage of the development of toothed border pennies 
up to the point where the final penny design change was made in mid-1861 has been provided, 
since to avoid this would leave the story of the bronze recoinage seriously incomplete and be 
a disservice to the reader. 
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